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Introduction 
On-call contracts provide construction services on an as-needed basis as determined by the 
District Section. Service types are typically limited to one specialty, which may be guardrail, 
bridge maintenance, traffic marking, signals, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), sidewalk, 
etc. An on-call contract is advertised following VDOT’s standard design-bid-build procurement 
method and awarded to the lowest bidder (e.g., Prime Contractor). Unlike a typical design-bid-
build contract, the entirety of the scope may not be known at advertisement; therefore, task 
orders are used to assign all work to the Prime Contractor.  
 

Key Roles in the Administration Process 
● Project Manager (PM)/Project Sponsor–responsible for the project development phase 

prior to award. During contract delivery, assist with the development of task scope, 
quantities, design sketches, and other items pertinent to completing the work. 

● Area Construction Engineer (ACE)/Responsible Charge Engineer (RCE)–responsible for 
project delivery from contract execution to project completion; including issuing tasks, 
field inspection, project documentation, and contract administration. Overall 
responsibility over payment certification, acceptance of work, final acceptance of 
contract, term renewals, and closeout process.  

● Construction Manager (CM)–oversees field inspection and coordinates with Contractor 
for daily construction and administrative activities 

● Project Inspector–responsible for Contractor conformance to requirements through daily 
inspection 

● District Contracts Manager (DCM)–assists project team with contract administration; 
quality assurance for payment certification and records compliance with applicable 
regulations and requirements  

● Project Controls–provides cost and schedule support, develops task durations and 
change orders 

 

Key Stakeholders  
These are determined by the PM/ACE/RCE and include, but are not limited to, the following 
District Sections: 

● Environmental 
● Utilities 
● Right-of-Way (ROW) 
● Traffic Engineering 

● Structure and Bridge 
● Residencies/Maintenance 
● Materials 
● Civil Rights 

 

Key Deliverables/Practices 
Each key area of the administration process is broken into more specific actions and procedures 
to help explain why they are important. This document is not intended to replace official 
guidance or governance, but rather to be used as a reference to important aspects of 
administering on-call contracts procured through the Construction Division. 
 

A Living Document 
The contents of this document were developed by subject matter experts who are best situated 
to understand role-specific needs. The best practices guide is focused primarily on those new 
and less experienced in the role but also contains information of use to all positions involved in 
the administration process. The guide will continue to evolve to reflect needs identified by the 
District Construction Engineers Statewide Working Group and State Construction Engineer.  
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Pre-Advertisement Conference (PAC)/Internal Coordination 
Meeting 
 
A pre-advertisement conference (PAC) is a project milestone addressed during the project 
development phase. For on-call contracts, the purpose of this conference is to discuss the 
completeness of the bid documents (i.e., components of the proposal), set the timeline for 
submission, and identify and resolve any constructability issues. 
 
Key Stakeholders may include: 

● Construction (CM, ACE, Inspector) 
● Project Controls 
● Project Manager (PM)/Sponsor 
● Section contacts based on contract needs (i.e., Traffic, ROW, Environmental, Bridge, 

etc.) 
● Others based on project specifics (i.e., Residency, Locality, Railroad, etc.) 

 
General Guidelines and Procedures 

● PM/Sponsor initiates the PAC meeting. The meeting includes discussion on the bid 
documents that include, but are not limited to the following: 

o Task orders (e.g., child contracts) that are ready to be assigned to the on-call 
contract (e.g., parent contract) 

o Prioritization of tasks/project schedule 
o On-call contract provisions and applicability to identified work 
o Summary of constructability and bidability 
o Quantity reviews  
o Item reviews 
o Statuses of clearances/approvals (i.e. permits, right of entry agreements, etc.) 
o Communication and requirements of special groups (i.e., railroad, etc.) 

● PM provides the agenda for the meeting and access to project documents ahead of time 
● CM/ACE reviews documents, performs a site visit ahead of the meeting, and provides 

feedback to the PM prior to the PAC meeting if possible  
o If it is not possible prior to the meeting, CM/ACE should be prepared to provide 

feedback and comments on identified work/contract at the meeting 
● If work is not identified during the PAC, an internal coordination meeting between the 

PM/Sponsor and ACE/CM/RCE occurs prior to a task order assignment  
 
Resource 

● PMO 8.2 - Pre-Advertisement Conference 
 

 
Helpful Tips 

● PMs should be reaching out to ACE/CM and staff as early as possible to give 
Construction time to review.  ACE/CM should review and provide feedback as soon as 
possible. 

● CMs may shift during the contract based on workload and transitions 
● It is important for the PM and Construction to collaborate regarding other requirements 

critical in nature in this meeting  

https://www.virginiadot.org/business/resources/Pre-Advertisement_Conference.pdf
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● If work is already known and the PM has met with the CM to discuss work, then the PAC 
will suffice; however, there may be times when a contract is created and no work is 
identified.  In this case there will need to be another internal meeting when work is 
ready to begin. 

● Review historical quantities (e.g., burn rates) and prices with the PM/Sponsor when 
setting up new contracts 

● The PM should start the conversation about shop drawing submittals during the PAC 
(i.e. key players, types of submittals, outlining process, etc.) 
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Pre-Construction Conference 
In accordance with Section 105.02 of the 2020 Road and Bridge Specifications, a pre-
construction conference is held and attended by the Contractor and the ACE/RCE. The PM and 
other key stakeholders should attend this meeting as well to discuss work identified in the 
contract, any upcoming work in the process of being assigned, and the status of critical 
approvals/clearances/authorizations. 
 
Key Stakeholders may include: 

● Construction (District Construction Engineer (DCE), ACE, CM, Lead Inspector, DCM) 
● PM/Sponsor 
● Project Controls 
● District Safety Manager (DSM) 
● District Material Engineer (DME) 
● Resident Engineer/Manager 
● District Communication Manager 
● Section contacts based on contract needs (i.e., Civil Rights, Operations, Traffic, ROW, 

Environmental, Bridge, Pavement Engineer, etc.) 
● Others based on project specifics (i.e. Locality, Railroad, etc.) 
● Contractor (Project Manager, Superintendent, etc.) 

 

General Guidelines and Procedures: 
● CM/ACE initiates the pre-construction meeting. The meeting includes discussion on 

contract documents, specifications and other requirements to include, but not limited to: 
○ General Safety Requirements 
○  Contract, Budget and Time Review 
○  Project Scope of Work Overview 
○  Contract Management Personnel and Contact Information Overview 
○  Materials Documentation 
○ Contract Change Process per IIM-CD-2020-02-01  
○ Contract Time and Liquidated Damages (LD) Overview (i.e., Fixed Completion 

Date, Award Date, Execution Date, Notice to Proceed (NTP) Date, LD Amount, 
etc.) 

○  Renewal Process 
○ Contract Management Tools Overview (i.e., Submittal, Request for Information 

(RFI), Tracking Log, Progress Meeting, Non-Compliance Report (NCR), Task 
Order Final Inspection, Contractor Performance Evaluation (CPE), etc.) 

● The CM in coordination with the ACE/RCE notifies the Contractor and interested 
stakeholders of the date and time of the meeting and provides the agenda 

● The CM documents and distributes the meeting minutes to the Contractor and 
stakeholders for comments before final distribution to all participants. 
 

Resources 
● Pre-Construction Conference - General Provisions located within the Construction Manual 
● 2020 Road and Bridge Specifications, Section 105.02 - Pre-Construction Conference 
● Manuals, Guides, and Instructional and Informational Memoranda 
● Business Center - source for understanding external-facing content 
● Appendix 1: A Pre-Construction Meeting Agenda/Minutes template for an On-Call Bridge 

Maintenance Project 

https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
https://www.virginiadot.org/business/resources/const/IIM-CD-2020-02-01.pdf
https://www.virginiadot.org/business/resources/const/ConstructionManual.pdf#page=43
https://www.virginiadot.org/business/resources/const/VDOT_2020_RB_Specs_acc071522.pdf#page=63
http://www.virginiadot.org/business/manuals-default.asp
https://www.virginiadot.org/business/default.asp
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Helpful Tips 

 Not only is there a NTP date (for the Contractor to start any work), but each task order 
has its own NTP date (how VDOT assigns the time component) as well as fixed 
completion date  

● This meeting is very important for Contractors who have not administered an on-call 
contact before 

● Each section/type of work will have its own nuances that may need to be discussed 
(railroad, environmental, etc.) In the pre-con meeting, the status of these needs will 
need to be discussed. The ACE/CM should have close communication with the 
PM/sponsor on the nuances of each project.  

● Generally, VDOT wants contracts to be renewed, if appropriate.  Use the pre-
construction conference as a place to start discussions about the renewal process.  
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Administration 
The following sections provide specific information on how to administer on-call contracts: 

 Task Orders  
● Contract Renewal Process 
● Tracking and Reporting Progress 
● Payments 
● Time Extension 

 

Task Orders 
Task orders are the method of assigning work for on-call contracts. A task order should be 
created for all work associated with your on-call contract. The task order should clearly define 
the start and end date, the scope of work, limitation of operations, NTP, and estimated 
quantities.  
 
Key Stakeholders may include: 

● Project Controls 
● District Sections based on contract needs (i.e., Traffic Engineering, Operations, ROW 

Environmental, Structure and Bridge, Civil Rights etc.) 
● Others based on project specifics (i.e., Residency/Maintenance, Locality, Railroad, etc.)  

 
General Guidelines and Procedures: 

 PM develops the scope of work 
● PM meets with appropriate key stakeholders (see above) to develop work packages for 

the ACE/RCE to assign 
● District Project Controls/ACE determines the task order duration 
● After required approvals/clearances/authorizations are in place, the PM coordinates a 

task order assignment meeting with the ACE/RCE, Construction staff, and the Prime 
Contractor, to convey the scope, schedule, and cost summary 

● ACE/RCE prepares and issues the task order to include:  
○  Description of work, including limitations of operations 
○  NTP date 
○  Task order completion date  
○  Task order value 
○  Estimated quantities for each pay item  
○  LD 
○  Incentives 

 
Helpful Tips 

● If the contractor refuses to do work outlined in the on-call contract, refer to Section 108 
in Road and Bridge Specifications 

● Each project is unique and each task order will be specific to the size and complexity of 
your contract. The task order format may vary by District. Consult District Construction 
staff with any questions/clarifications. See Appendix 2: Task Order Examples. 

● Key players in guardrail on-call contracts are Traffic Engineering, Residencies and the 
Project Inspector 

● Clearly define the scope of work in the task order; update task order details (i.e., 
additional items of work, etc.) as required 

● Work closely with the PM/Sponsor to identify project needs 

https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
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● Cover task orders in detail at the project Pre-Construction Meeting 
● Materials Notebooks  
● Develop a standardize Task Order nomenclature (i.e., T1-1, T3-3) 
● The contractor should acknowledge the task order to confirm understanding of the 

scope of work 
 

Contract Renewal Process 
On-call contracts have term limits that typically have a set number of renewals depending on 
contract provisions. The contract term limit is up for renewal when either the current contract 
completion date is near or the cumulative payments for the term have reached the original 
contract amount. The ACE/RCE is responsible for tracking the schedule and budget of the 
contract term and should be prepared to discuss the renewal with the Contractor at the 
appropriate time to prevent delay of work. 
 
Key Stakeholders may include: 

● PM/Sponsor 
● ACE/RCE 
● CM 
● Contractor 
● Project Controls 

 
General Guidelines and Procedures: 

● ACE/RCE consults with the PM/Sponsor to determine if the contract should be renewed 
● ACE/RCE advises the Contractor if VDOT will not proceed with a renewal or confirm with 

the Contractor on renewing the contract  
○  Reasons for not renewing may include poor performance, lack of funds, or 

Contractor electing to not renew 
○  Change Orders are required to process a term renewal in accordance with  IIM-

CD-2020-02-01: Contract Change Management 
● A term renewal extends the completion date by one year from either the current 

contract completion date or one year from the change order execution date, whichever 
is sooner.  

● Task orders cannot be issued for the new term until the term period has begun 
● Any work on an existing task order can be carried over to the next term  
● The contract value resets at each term renewal. Any contract capacity remaining from 

the previous term is unavailable to be applied to the current term.  
● The requirements and details for executing the term renewal are outlined in the 

contract. Typically, the Contractor is required to provide the following: 
○  Contractor’s bonding agency provides written proof that it is in agreement with 

the Contract Renewal 
○  No increases in unit prices or to unit prices added to the original contract by any 

authorized Change Order 
○  No new work items are added as a condition of the renewal beyond those 

authorized through approved Change Orders 
○  Proof of insurance for the Contract Renewal Term in accordance with Section 

103.06: Contract Documents in the 2020 Road and Bridge Specifications 
Resource 

● Renewable On Call Contracts General Provisions (Latest SP100-000120-01) 

https://covgov.sharepoint.com/SITES/VDOT-RIC-55CR3/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments%2FIIM%2DCD%2D2020%2D02%2D01%20%2D%20Contract%20Change%20Management%2Epdf&parent=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/SITES/VDOT-RIC-55CR3/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments%2FIIM%2DCD%2D2020%2D02%2D01%20%2D%20Contract%20Change%20Management%2Epdf&parent=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B50AF9723-853E-4295-A6E4-3B8111AEB09A%7D&file=SP100-000120-01.docx&action=default&mobileredirect=true
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Helpful Tips 

● Change order items are carried over into succeeding terms 
● Contract renewal should be discussed at the pre-construction meeting in order to outline 

the process, timeframes, and responsibilities of each party.  
● The renewal process/timeframe may vary greatly. It’s important for ACE/CM to assess 

each contract and start the renewal process based on project specific spend rates. Every 
contract may have a different need for the renewal timeframe.  

○  The ACE/RCE should start the renewal process when the completion date is 
within the next 30 days or the projected term cumulative payments are expected 
to exceed 90%. The Construction Management team should project the expected 
timeframe for renewal or new advertisement based on task order burn rates.   

● Communicate historical quantities (e.g., burn rates) with the PM/Sponsor when 
renewing or setting up new contracts 

● Halfway through the term period, the ACE/RCE should ask the Contractor if they expect 
to be in agreement with renewing the contract as to provide as much time to the 
PM/sponsor in developing and advertising a new bid proposal if necessary. The 
Contractor may decline to renew due to price escalation, availability of resources, etc.  

 

Tracking and Reporting Progress 
The ACE/CM or designee is responsible for tracking the progress of each task order to evaluate 
Contractor performance and adherence to scope, schedule, and budget. The Project Inspector 
monitors daily progress, produces daily work reports, and generates monthly pay estimates.  
 
For each task order, the Contractor begins work no later than 10 days after the Notice to 
Proceed date or as stated in the contract. If the Contractor fails to begin work, the ACE/CM 
meets with the Contractor to discuss failure to start prior to proceeding with Default of 
Contract. If the Contractor fails to complete a task by the task completion date, LD are 
assessed per contract provisions.  
 
Key Stakeholders may include the following: 

● Project Controls 
● Contractor 
● Section contacts based on contract needs (i.e., Structure and Bridge, Traffic 

Engineering, ROW, Environmental, Civil Rights etc.) 
● Others based on project specifics (i.e., Residency, Localities, Railroad, etc.) 

 
General Guidelines and Procedures: 
ACE/CM completes the following tasks to ensure progress: 

● Work with with the PM/Sponsor to identify tracking needs and reporting requirements 
● Review contract documentation and assess project progress tracking needs, including 

staffing  
● Utilize reporting tools (i.e., Cardinal, AASHTOWare Project (AWP) and PlanGrid) for item 

tracking and expenditures 
● Report progress to stakeholders as appropriate 
● Review the work for acceptance in accordance with scope of task order 
● Rectify documentation (i.e., Materials Notebook) at the conclusion of each term 
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Unless otherwise stated in the contract, the Department will issue task orders to the Contractor 
with a cumulative value that will equal or exceed 70% of the original term of the Contract, 
unless the Contract is terminated according to Section 108.08 of the Specifications (Renewable 
On Call Contracts General Provisions (Latest SP100-000120-01)  
 
Helpful Tips 

● Stakeholder communication is critical to the success of on-call contracts 
● Recommend using your own Excel spreadsheet to track work item progress, 

Construction Engineering and Inspection (CEI) expenditures, budget, maintenance 
charge distribution, etc. 

● It is common to have multiple task orders in progress simultaneously and a task order 
log should be maintained for the Construction Management team, including the Project 
Manager 

● Do not assume all contracts are the same by service type. Review new contracts closely 
for any changes on a consistent basis 

● Identify non-standard work and start the approval processes early 
● Consider when to initiate both the renewal process and contract development for the 

next contract. Also, consider modification to future contracts based on experiences with 
the current contract (i.e., work items added, overruns, underruns etc.) 

● Remember fiscal year limitations on spending 
● The requirement of task order issuance equaling or exceeding 70% of the original value 

of the contract only applies to the original term. Verify if the contract has this 
requirement in place.  

● If the contract has exhausted all term renewals or either party has declined to renew, 
the ACE/RCE should notify the Project Manager as early as possible (preferably at least 
6 months prior to contract completion date). This advance notice will give the Project 
Manager/Sponsor the time needed to advertise another bid proposal if needed in order 
to prevent a gap in services. For new guardrail on-call contracts, 6 months may not be 
enough time and the ACE/RCE may need to start the renewal process sooner. 

 

Project Example: A bridge repair contract may only have one UPC number, but have multiple 
maintenance charges that need to be tracked by structure number, by the percent complete 
for on-time performance, along with CEI and total cost budget considerations.  This would 
require a detailed spreadsheet or multiple spreadsheets to successfully track. Other projects, 
such as a line marking, retrace is so narrowly focused that PlanGrid/AWP, along with Cardinal 
for financials, may be sufficient to track progress. See Appendix 5: Redistribution Report as 
an example. 

 

  

https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B50AF9723-853E-4295-A6E4-3B8111AEB09A%7D&file=SP100-000120-01.docx&action=default&mobileredirect=true
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B50AF9723-853E-4295-A6E4-3B8111AEB09A%7D&file=SP100-000120-01.docx&action=default&mobileredirect=true
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Payments 
Payments to the Contractor are made on the monthly estimate using the pay items in the 
executed contract. If pay items do not exist for the scope of task order work, the ACE/RCE 
prepares a change order prior to issuing the task order to include the necessary pay items for 
compensating the Contractor.  
 

Key Stakeholders may include: 
● Construction (CM, ACE, Inspector) 
● DCM 
● PM/Sponsor 

 

General Guidelines and Procedures: 
● Charges need a task identifier in Cardinal to ensure payments come from the right 

funding source  
○  This can be done by applying an AU1 code specific to an individual task to the 

parent UPC or having a separate child UPC or CSC charge string for a task  
● The PM typically assigns a specific charge to an individual task order  

○  In AWP, maintenance charge strings are set up per task order and each paid 
item is assigned the maintenance charge for that task. The payments are 
processed through AWP under the parent task.  

○  Once the estimate moves into Cardinal and becomes a voucher, it is redistributed 
to the individual task charge(s). The Cardinal voucher must be redistributed to 
the individual task charge(s) before it is approved for payment. 

○  Individual task (child) UPCs, when different from the primary contract UPC, 
should not be attached to the Contract in AWP. This requires the child UPC to 
remain active and open to charges in Cardinal throughout the life of the parent 
contract in order for estimates to process even when charges are not made to 
that child UPC.  

■  The best way to handle this is by creating and assigning maintenance 
charges for each task and redistributing the estimate payments to the 
individual task charges once the estimate becomes a Cardinal voucher 

● Inspector enters the work items for payment in AWP 
● Maintenance charges are created in AWP and assigned to each pay item by the 

Inspector 
● Estimate is generated in AWP, fully approved, then moves onto the DCM’s Cardinal 

worklist for review and approval 
● A Cardinal voucher number and maintenance charge report is sent to the PM for 

creation of the redistribution report  
○  The redistribution report breaks down the dollar value of the estimate into 

sections that are reassigned to the individual task charge(s) worked during that 
period 

● The PM or DCM returns the redistribution report (varies by district/project complexity); a 
copy of the report and a copy of the estimate are sent to the District Business Office for 
redistribution.  

● Once redistribution is completed, the voucher reappears on the DCM’s Cardinal worklist 
for approval 

○  A copy of the redistribution report and email requesting redistribution must be 
attached to a copy of the estimate report before it is sent to District Accounting  
for final approval for backup on the changes from the original voucher. 
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Resources 
● Appendix 3: Maintenance Charges Plug-In Job Aid 

○  Appendix 3a: Supplemental Guidance to Maintenance Charges Job Aid  
● Appendix 4: Redistribution Request Email 
● Appendix 5: Redistribution Report  

 

Helpful Tips 
● The dollar value of the maintenance charge report must match the estimate total 

exactly. When it doesn’t match, this is a sign that at least one payment was not 
assigned a maintenance charge in AWP. 

● Maintenance charges should be assigned as work is performed but are not tied to 
estimates and can be assigned later.   

 

Time Extension 

Towards the end of the contract, when all renewals are exhausted, or either party decides not 
to proceed with term renewal, work might occur beyond the current completion date. 
Additionally, the Contractor may be entitled to a time extension for delays beyond their control. 
The ACE/RCE may issue a time extension via change order for excusable delays (i.e. added 
scope, delays caused by VDOT, third party delays, etc.) that impact the contract completion 
date.  
 

Key Stakeholders may include: 
● ACE/RCE 
● DCE 
● CM 
● PM/Sponsor 
● Project Controls/DCM 
● Contractor 

 

General Guidelines and Procedures: 
● Task order assignments cannot be issued after the current term’s renewal date has 

passed. However, if the scope of work for any existing or impending task orders is 
projected to occur beyond the current contract completion date, the ACE/RCE can 
extend the contract completion date accordingly.  

● The ACE/RCE extends the contract completion date for any excusable delays that the 
Contractor encounters that impact the contract completion date 

● Approval of time extensions vary by duration. Refer to IIM-CD-2020-02-01: Contract 
Change Management for specific information. 
 

Resource 
● 2020 Road and Bridge Specifications Section 108.04 - Determination and Extension of 

Completion Date 
 

Helpful Tip 
● Other than excusable delays, a time extension should not be granted when the contract 

completion date has passed 
 

Project Example: Current contract is in its final term and the Department plans on issuing a 
task order that extends beyond the current contract’s fixed completion date. Department 
extends the contract’s completion date to match the issued task order completion date via 
change order.     

https://covgov.sharepoint.com/SITES/VDOT-RIC-55CR3/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments%2FIIM%2DCD%2D2020%2D02%2D01%20%2D%20Contract%20Change%20Management%2Epdf&parent=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/SITES/VDOT-RIC-55CR3/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments%2FIIM%2DCD%2D2020%2D02%2D01%20%2D%20Contract%20Change%20Management%2Epdf&parent=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DRIC%2D55CR3%2FDocuments
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
https://covgov.sharepoint.com/sites/TM-VDOT-SC-Specifications-External/Spec%20Resources/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources%2F2020%20VDOT%20Road%2DBridge%20Specs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FTM%2DVDOT%2DSC%2DSpecifications%2DExternal%2FSpec%20Resources
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Close Out 

The purpose of close out is to ensure accurate payment for work performed on each task order. 
 
Key Stakeholders may include: 

● Construction (CM, ACE, Inspector) 
● DCM 
● District Materials Section 
● District Civil Rights Section 
● PM/Sponsor 

 
General Guidelines and Procedures: 

● Follow the standard record review/closeout procedure per task or annually as outlined in 
the Post Construction Manual  

○  Closeout of each task when work is complete allows the individual task charge to 
be closed out in Cardinal to avoid inadvertent charges to hit that UPC/AU1 

● Once all work on the parent contract is complete and the individual task reviews are 
complete, the final package to cover the entire contract is prepared and submitted to 
Construction Division (CD) for review and approval  

● Individual task incentives, disincentives and LD must be tracked and a summary of these 
submitted to CD with the final estimate package 

○  Resource: Appendix 6: Task Order LDs, Incentive, Disincentives Email & 
Spreadsheet Example  

 
Helpful Tips 

● Track the task LD, incentives and disincentives on the spreadsheet throughout the life of 
the project so this is not a huge task to complete at the end of the project  

● The Inspector should track Materials Notebook documentation throughout the life of the 
project. The ACE/CM should also verify this documentation regularly to prevent potential 
delays in the closeout phase 

● Perform a close out audit per term during the life of the contract, specifically Materials 
Notebooks 

 

 

 

  

https://covgov.sharepoint.com/SITES/VDOT-HRD-CNSTR/0671087685%20M501/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DHRD%2DCNSTR%2F0671087685%20M501%2F11%20Finals%2F113409%20%2D%20Rte%2E%20671%20over%20Branch%20Fed%20ID%2017864%20Replacement%2FDocuments%2FReference%20Docs%2FPost%20Construction%20Manual%2Epdf&parent=%2FSITES%2FVDOT%2DHRD%2DCNSTR%2F0671087685%20M501%2F11%20Finals%2F113409%20%2D%20Rte%2E%20671%20over%20Branch%20Fed%20ID%2017864%20Replacement%2FDocuments%2FReference%20Docs
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Appendix 1: Pre-Construction Meeting Agenda/Minutes Template for an On-Call 
Bridge Maintenance Project
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Appendix 2: Task Order Examples 
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Appendix 3: Maintenance Charges Plug In Job Aid 
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Appendix 3a: Supplemental Guidance to Maintenance Charges Job Aid
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Appendix 4: Example of Redistribution Request Email  
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Appendix 5: Redistribution Report Example 
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Appendix 6: Task Order LD, Incentives, Disincentives Email & Spreadsheet Example 
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